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INTRODUCTION
Just when you thought your stomach contents
were safe, along comes Brain Blast!
Once again, it’s very obvious that Sam and
Jared don’t use their brains much at all. They
try to answer questions like – ‘Can you pick
your nose with your toes?’ and, ‘Just how
many people can Marty, the human “spewsprinkler”, chuck-up on in less than ten
seconds?’
They will have you scratching your own
brain as you try and solve the epic and
deadly twisted tale of The Great Eclipse.
It’ll have you running for cover every time
it rains.
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Oh and you’ll find out why next time your
mum says ‘Blow your nose’ you can tell her
‘No way, I’m protecting my brain.’
You’ll also get to see what happens with Sam
and Jared finally do use their heads, trying to
make millions at the school fete... and why
the school principal, and all the ladies at the
fete, are definitely NOT AMUSED!
So use your brain and read on. You’ll be
left laughing, gagging and with one heck of
a... BRAIN BLAST!
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Brain Buster

PART ONE
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There’s a kid at school called Marty. He’s not
that smart. He decided that he wanted to get
into the Extra Ginormous Book of Incredibly
Awesome and Unbelievable World Records. He
had read about all the weird, dumb things
that people did and decided to try to beat
their records by being even dumber.
On his first attempt, Marty stuffed eight
ping-pong balls into his mouth at the same
time. He immediately started choking,
turned deep red, then purple and finally
an awesome shade of blue. The teacher, Mr
Haych, had to race over and squeeeeeze
Marty so tightly from behind that he lifted
him off the floor and turned him into a
human ping-pong ball bazooka. Boofff.

Smack.
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The first ball flew out and whacked the
most annoying girl in class, Crabby Abbey,
right between the eyes. ‘E e e e e e e!’ she
screamed. Abbey had a massive red lump,
smack bang in the middle of her forehead. It
kind of looked like a massive ants nest in the
middle of her face. It was hilarious!
The next couple of ping-pong balls shot
straight up and hit the ceiling fan that
was going full-speed. Booff, booff, booff.
Splatt, splatt, splatt. The balls were
completely shredded in an instant and
scattered around the classroom creating
massive clouds of white dust. It was like a
really cool snow storm was wafting around
the room, smothering absolutely everything
with a thin layer of ping-pong ball dust.
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But the most awesome part of the whole
thing was that one of the balls had actually
slipped into the back of Marty’s mouth, up
his nasal passage and shot from his nostril like
a cannon.
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Booff.

It came flying out of his nose at
warp speed. W h z z z . It clipped the flower
vase standing on the teacher’s desk. Tink. It
made the vase rock back and forth, back and
forth... falling, not falling, falling, not falling,
until... yep, it fell. Smash. Tinkle. Tinkle.
The ball continued on its destructive path,
zooming across the room, smashing straight
the totally lame Great Wonders of the World
display that the class had worked on for
months and made out of ice-cream sticks.
Bamm. It straightened the Leaning Tower of
Pisa. Smack. It turned the Great Pyramid
into a Great Tunnel. Bang. It knocked over
one of the Stonehenge monoliths, starting
a domino effect – bang, bang, bang –
until the whole lot were flattened. Slam. It
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shot through Big Ben, taking the clock with
it. Crack. It split Uluru in two before...
Crash, it completely demolished the Great
Wall of China.
Still flying at light speed, whack, whack,
whack, whack, the ball began bouncing
backwards and forwards between Dufas and
Dorky’s heads so fast that it was just a blur.
Finally it shot straight through the gigantic
fish tank that was home to the class pet, a
gold-fish named Jaws. Water burst out and
flowed across the top of the cupboard and
poured onto the classroom floor.
Now we had another Great Wonder of the
World, a working model of Niagara Falls! As
the water level quickly fell, Jaws, together
with his plants and teeny tiny scuba-diver-
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dude, were sucked out of the safe tank and
sent on a super-cool water-slide.
Realising that Jaws was headed for trouble,
Toffee Thomas leapt sideways from his chair,
cupped hands, arms outstretched in a vain
attempt to save poor Jaws. Unfortunately, he
was too late. Smack. He missed by a bee’s
toenail. Jaws flew off the cupboard and over
the waterfall before hitting the hard floor.
Toffee Thomas hit the floor too, right beside
the fish. The moment he landed he started
tossing and turning, flipping and flopping,
slipping and sliding; panicking as he splashed
about in the water now spreading under the
desks – Thomas, that is, not Jaws!
He was desperate and panting heavily
as he twisted and somersaulted all over the
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classroom – Jaws that is, not Thomas! Until,
I picked him up and slammed him into
the nearest seat to get him out of the way –
Thomas, that is, not Jaws.
Ratty Harry puffed out his chest and
shouted, ‘I’ll save Jaws!’
In one swift movement he leaned down,
scooped Jaws up from the floor and basketball
-tossed him into the closest container of liquid
he could find – Mr Haych’s cup of very fresh,
very hot, morning coffee! Unfortunately,
Harry threw the fish in just as Mr Haych
was raising the cup to his lips. Sssssip. Gulp.
‘Nooooooooo!’
The girls smelt steamed fish and screamed
as they watched Jaws slip down Mr Haych’s
throat. They screamed even louder when Mr
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Haych threw up his coffee AND his breakfast
AND Jaws. Ew w w w w! Harry tried to
defend his actions later by saying he’d only
thrown Jaws into the cup because coffee is
made with water. He also doesn't think!
And of course, Marty did not break the
record for ‘Most Ping-Pong Balls Held In Your
Mouth At Once’. (And Jaws is swimming up
in the clouds now).
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But Marty really is a slow learner. The next
day Marty decided to stuff ping-pong balls up
his nose in an attempt to break the ‘Most PingPong Balls Stuffed Up Your Nose’ record. Like
I said before, he really is not that bright.
He eventually, very slowly and painfully,
managed to get five ping pong balls up his
nose, wedged in nice and tight. But every time
he inhaled, the balls were sucked even further
up towards his brain. His mouth was hanging
wide open and he was gasping for breath. He
started making these weird wheezing noises
and turned a really weird shade of blue, his
eyes rolling over with every breath. He was
desperately trying to blow the balls back out,
but for every two millimetres they moved
down his nostril, they were sucked back in for
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four. The harder he blew, the more jammed
they got. His eyes began to bulge as if two of
the ping-pong balls had found their way up
his nostrils, into the skull cavity, bounced off
his brain and popped into his eye sockets. It
looked like the balls were about to pop and
his entire head explode.
Once again, Mr Haych came racing to the
rescue. He flew over to a cupboard, threw
open the door, tossed a bunch of stuff onto
the floor before shoving a huge builder’s clamp
onto Marty’s nose and screwing it tighter and
tighter until, pop pop pop... pop pop...
crack crackle crunch. The clamp popped
and crushed each of the ping-pong balls while
they were still inside Marty’s nostrils. It was
pretty cool!
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It was so funny! Marty spent the rest of
the day blowing his nose trying to remove
the crushed, broken pieces of ping-pong ball.
They basically dribbled out of his nose like
stale cornflakes covered in slime.
And of course, Marty did not break the
record for ‘Most Ping-Pong Balls Stuffed Up
Your Nose’.
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Now this is where most people using their
brain would have given up on trying to break
records. But not Marty! Why you you ask?
Because he doesn't think!
This time he decided to try and break
the record for ‘Standing On Your Head
The Longest.’ All the kids watched as he sat
down on his butt, squiggling, squirming, and
spinning around on the floor. Then he stood up
and started flipping, twisting, turning, falling
over, yanking at one leg and then the other.
He then stood up and leaned with his back
up against the wall. With sweat pouring from
his brow, he leant down, grabbed his right foot
and began pulling it up above his head. He was
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standing his left tippy-toes with his right leg
pointed almost straight up above his head. He
looked like a ballet dancer doing a very painful
split. Then it hit me. He was actually trying to
figure out how to bend his body in half so he
could stand on his own head!
Amazingly, Marty did finally manage to get
one foot onto his head... sort of. But of course
the moment he tried to pull the other leg up
into the air – Bammm – he slid straight
down the wall and smashed his butt onto
the hard, wooden floor. (Mr Haych reckons
Marty definitely broke his butt when landed
because there’s a huge crack in it. àà) Yeah,
I don’t think Marty quite understood that
record. Maybe he should’ve looked at a few
pictures first.
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Oh and by the way... Marty did not break
the record for ‘Standing On Your Head The
Longest.’
So I’m certain that by now you absolutely,
positively and without a doubt know... Marty
really doesn't use his brain much at all!
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THE AUTHOR
Ok so did you figure out ‘The Great Eclipse’
before the end?
And check-out micro-frogs ... they’re really
cool.
Oh, and by the way... don’t shove anything
bigger than your booga picking toe up your
nose!!
Hope you liked my gross stories.
See you on another page soon.
Seeya S.B
www.susanberran.com
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